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Computation and Palaeography:
Potentials and Limits1
Tal Hassner, Malte Rehbein, Peter A. Stokes, Lior Wolf (Eds.)
Abstract
This manifesto documents the program and outcomes of Dagstuhl Seminar 12382
‘Perspectives Workshop: Computation and Palaeography: Potentials and Limits’. The
workshop focused on the interaction of palaeography, the study of ancient and me-
dieval documents, with computerised tools, particularly those developed for analysis
of digital images and text mining. The goal of this marriage of disciplines is to provide
e￿cient solutions to time and labor consuming palaeographic tasks. It furthermore
attempts to provide scholars with quantitative evidence to palaeographical arguments,
consequently facilitating a better understanding of our cultural heritage through the
unique perspective of ancient and medieval documents. The workshop provided a
vital opportunity for palaeographers to interact and discuss the potential of digital
methods with computer scientists specialising in machine vision and statistical data
analysis. This was essential not only in suggesting new directions and ideas for
improving palaeographic research, but also in identifying questions which scholars
working individually, in their respective ￿elds, would not have asked without directly
communicating with colleagues from outside their research community.
Zusammenfassung
Dieses Manifest dokumentiert das Programm and Resultate des Dagstuhl Seminars
12382 ‘Perspectives Workshop: Computation and Palaeography: Potentials and Lim-
its’. Der Gegenstand des Workshops war die Interaktion von Paläographie und dem
Studium antiker und mittelalterlicher Dokumente mit computergestützten Werkzeu-
gen, insbesondere solchen für die Analyse digitaler Bilder und für Text-Mining.
Mit dieser interdisziplinären Zusammenarbeit sollen e￿ziente Lösungen für zeit-
und arbeitsintensive paläographische Aufgaben bereitgestellt werden. Darüber hin-
aus sollen Forscher quantitative Argumente für paläographische Diskussionen an
die Hand gegeben werden, welche in der Folge ein besseres Verständnis unseres
1 Author names in alphabetical order. This paper was ￿rst published in Dagstuhl Manifestos, Volume 2,
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kulturellen Erbes durch die einmalige Perspektive antiker und mittelalterlicher Doku-
mente ermöglichen. Der Workshop bot eine wichtige Gelegenheit für Paläographen,
mit Spezialisten für maschinelles Sehen und statistischer Datenanalyse ins Gespräch
zu kommen und das Potential digitaler Methoden zu diskutieren. Dies war nicht nur
essentiell, um neue Forschungsrichtungen und Ideen für verbesserte paläographische
Forschung zu entwickeln, sondern auch, um Forschungsfragen zu identi￿zieren,
welche die einzeln in ihren Feldern arbeitenden Forscher nicht ohne die direkte Kom-
munikation mit Kollegen außerhalb ihrer Forschungscommunities gestellt hätten.
Executive Summary
Perspectives Workshop 18.–21. Sept., 2012 – http://www.dagstuhl.de/12382
1998 ACM Subject Classi￿cation I.5.4 Applications (Text processing, Computer
vision), I.7 Document and Text Processing, H.3.7 Digital Libraries, J.5 Arts and
Humanities (Literature)
The Schloss Dagstuhl Perspectives Workshop on ‘Computation and Palaeography:
Potentials and Limits’ focused on the interaction of palaeography, the study of ancient
and medieval documents, and computerised tools developed for the analysis of digital
images in computer vision (a full report of which is available in [18]). During the
workshop, the interaction between domain experts from palaeography and computer
scientists with computer vision backgrounds has yielded several very clear themes
for the future of computerised tools in palaeographic research. Namely,
• di￿culties in communication between palaeographers and computer scientists
is a prevailing problem. This is often re￿ected not only in computerised tools
failing to meet the requirements of palaeography practitioners but also in the
terminology used by the two disciplines. Better communication should be fostered
by joint events and long-term collaborations.
• computerised palaeographic tools are often black boxes which put the palaeog-
rapher on one end of the system, only receiving a systems output, with little
opportunity to directly in￿uence how the system performs or to communicate
with it using natural palaeographic terminology. The long-term desire is to have
the scholar at the center of the computerised system, allowing interaction and
feedback in order to both ￿ne-tune performance and better interpret and commu-
nicate results. This is crucial if palaeography is to become a truly evidence based
discipline. To this end the use of high-level terminology, natural to palaeography,
should be integrated into computerised palaeographic systems.
• palaeographic data, scarce to begin with, is even more restricted by accessibility
and indexing problems, non-standard benchmarking techniques and the lack
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of accurate meta-data and ground truth information. Multiple opportunities
were identi￿ed for acquiring data and disseminating it both in the palaeographic
research community and outside to the general public.
• palaeographic research is largely restricted to the domain of experts. Making
palaeography accessible to non-experts by using computerised tools has been
identi￿ed as an e￿ective means of disseminating valuable cultural heritage infor-
mation while at the same time potentially giving rise to crowdsourcing opportu-
nities, such as those proved successful in other domains.
In addition to these themes, several speci￿c recommendations regarding research
infrastructure and support were made. These include:
1. A clear articulation of standards for digital image acquisition followed by all
digital imaging projects when possible.
2. EU-wide harmonisation of copyright and licensing practices. Copyright or con-
tractual use restrictions on photographs of cultural heritage items create many
barriers for researchers. In many cases, tax-funded or state-supported research
projects must expend signi￿cant ￿nancial and human resources on negotiating
and paying for reproduction rights, even if those rights are being obtained from
state repositories.
3. Ideally, set copyright appropriately to allow for large-scale studies of collections
of manuscript images. Making large sets of images more easily available at an
international scale would greatly facilitate the pursuit of signi￿cant new research
questions.
4. Encouraging an interdisciplinary research agenda including disciplines dealing
with computable images from various perspectives such as medical imaging, cog-
nitive sciences, Cultural Heritage Imaging (CHI), or Natural Language Processing
(NLP).
This manifesto elaborates on the existing challenges and limitations of the ￿eld and
details the long-term recommendations that have emerged in the workshop.
1. Introduction
Manuscripts are the most important witnesses to and artefacts from our shared
cultural heritage of the European Middle Ages. Current estimates are that close to one
million manuscript books survived along with countless archival documents from a
period stretching across more than a millennium. Cumulatively, these documents are
the chief sources of history, history of science, literature, and art history (due to the
presence of manuscript decoration) from that period. Moreover, these manuscripts are
important subjects of scienti￿c enquiry in their own right, as they bear witness to the
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history of the book, to scribal and monastic culture, the history of the development
of handwriting systems, languages and dialects, the history and genealogy of texts
over time, and the evolution of strategies for organising texts and knowledge.
Although often taken more broadly, palaeography is in essence the study of old
handwriting from manuscripts. As such, palaeographers are often asked one of four
questions regarding manuscript documents from the past: what was written? when
was this written? where was it written? and by whom? Answering these questions,
and indeed reading the text itself, are basic prerequisites for any kind of work with
primary sources, and the study of almost all ￿elds relevant to the ancient and medieval
past therefore depends on them. In this respect palaeography is sometimes regarded
as a “mere” auxiliary discipline. However, palaeography also extends beyond this: it
encompasses the history of one of humanity’s most pervasive technologies – writing
– and therefore raises questions of cultural history, the development and spread of
ideas, and so on, along with the deep understanding of the transmission and use
of texts which it brings. Misunderstandings here can lead to signi￿cant errors in
scholarship, such as basing historical arguments on charters which prove to be late
forgeries [47], or conducting studies of spelling and automatic authorship attribution
without considering the e￿ects of textual transmission, both scribal and editorial, and
the changes that this brings [49].
Palaeography as a discipline typically involves di￿cult, complex, and time-
consuming tasks, often involving reference to a variety of linguistic and archaeological
data sets, and the invocation of previous knowledge of similar documentary material.
Due to the involved reading process, it is di￿cult to record how the ￿nal interpreta-
tion of the document was reached, and which competing hypotheses were presented,
adopted, or discarded in the process. It is also di￿cult to acknowledge and present
the probabilities and uncertainties which were called on to resolve a ￿nal reading
of a text. As a result, palaeographical discussion tends towards assertions based on
experience with little supporting evidence – sometimes none at all – and this has led
to an allegedly “authoritarian” discipline which depends on “faith” [10] or “dogma”
[16] and is based on “informed guesswork” [16]. It is perhaps no surprise that the
discipline itself su￿ers as a result [10, 3].
Palaeography as a discipline is, however, of high relevance for society and economy.
All of the world’s written heritage was written by hand until the invention of printing,
and texts written by hand have remained important ever since. Manuscripts are
hence one of the major sources of knowledge of human culture and society, crossing
the borders of modern nations, for most of what we call history. However, unlike
printed texts which are distributed through libraries, handwritten sources are often
accessible only to a very small and highly trained group of experts, and hundreds
of thousands if not millions of manuscripts are scattered around the world. They
can be di￿cult to ￿nd and di￿cult to read, are often written in an old language, and
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frequently deal with a subject matter that can be understood only by experts. On the
other hand, however, they can be a valuable resource also for public interest such as
regional economies and tourism, as demonstrated by highly successful exhibitions
which charge for entry such as the Book of Kells at Trinity College in Dublin, a book
which was also an inspiration for creativity and the generation of further derived
art. There are relatively few examples of manuscripts exploited in this way, but this
material remains important for connecting people with their heritage and fostering
identity, be it local, regional, national or pan-national.
Research can enhance and popularise the access to this largely untapped resource
and can increase the number of bene￿ciaries of the documents. This is an invest-
ment that may bring large returns in the long term. In addition, the area of digital
palaeography which is examined in this manifesto promotes technical research in
challenging problems, such as processing of ancient documents, and can help develop
techniques that may be helpful in other areas.
2. Computation in Palaeography
2.1. State-of-the-Art
Partly in response to the perception of palaeography as “dogma”, scholars worldwide
have been developing and employing new technologies and computer-based methods
for palaeographic research. This approach, often referred to as Digital Palaeography
[7] and situated in the wider ￿eld of Digital Humanities, aims to improve and enhance
the traditional methods. Its goal is to help e￿ciently solve palaeographic issues and/or
provide more quantitative evidence to palaeographical arguments, and in consequence
to cater for a better understanding of our cultural heritage.
As of today, there are numerous projects concerned with developing such method-
ologies. These encompass a wide range of scienti￿c, interdisciplinary approaches
such as forensic document analysis, optical character recognition, quanti￿cation of
“scribal ￿ngerprints”, metric analysis, quantitative methods, advanced manuscript
analyses such as DNA and imaging techniques such as multi-spectral digitisation,
classi￿cation systems and databases. Although some achievements have been made
already, much research is still required. For instance, something as seemingly funda-
mental as the automated recognition of characters in handwritten texts has proven
extremely complex, due largely to the very wide variation in styles of handwriting,
the often poor quality of surviving manuscripts, the lack of standard orthographies
which complicates prediction, and so on.
Such computational methods as proposed by digital palaeography have been the
subject of research in the last few years, but most of this has been theoretical or
applied only to small cases, partly because of the very high degree of labour that is
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typically involved [7, 2, 48, 40]. The applications to date have also focused almost
exclusively on the question of scribal identity, ignoring other aspects of palaeography.
Furthermore, they tend to view letter-forms as objects outside the manuscript or
documentary context in which they were written, but palaeographers have long
understood that handwriting depends heavily on the context in which it is produced
([4, 53], among many). Much more signi￿cantly, these methods tend to make the
computer a “black box” which receives images of manuscripts at one end and returns a
classi￿cation of the handwriting at the other (for examples see [40]). However, they are
normally heavily dependent on very subtle and often unstated assumptions about the
underlying data [44], but it is di￿cult or impossible for “traditional” palaeographers
to evaluate these, so that usually scholars cannot evaluate the “black box” and so
are rightly reluctant to accept its results [49, 58, 9, 43]. The major challenge for
computational approaches is to provide a system which presents palaeographical data
quickly and easily in a way which scholars can understand, evaluate, and trust. The
success and impact of research and initiatives in computational methods so far ([54]
with publications [40, 15, 13, 30, 5]) has shown the strong need to combine scienti￿c
computing and palaeography in order to further investigate the interdisciplinary
methods and scienti￿c ￿elds. It is also apparent that no institution – let alone a single
scholar – is capable of undertaking comprehensive research that encompasses all
those methods (and potentially more). Thus, a joint e￿ort is required, preferably on
an international level.
As became very evident during scholarly meetings on this topic [54, 62, 5], palaeog-
raphers and computer scientists tend to think in di￿erent terms and tend not to agree
even on very basic notions such as “evidence” or “meaning”. Successful collaboration
between researchers in humanities and in computer science is not nearly as simple
as “de￿ne a computational problem and ￿nd an algorithm to solve it.” The input is
often loosely de￿ned, and the output needs to be more than just a score on some
abstract scale. It is therefore crucial to identify a common level at which e￿ective
communication can be established.
2.2. Challenges
During the Dagstuhl Perspectives Workshop, the unmediated interaction between
palaeographers and computer scientists yielded several very clear questions and
themes for the future of research in Digital Palaeography. These include the following
four challenges:
1. How to optimise collaboration between all the di￿erent domain experts involved in
Digital Palaeography?
Barriers in communication between palaeographers and computer scientists are a
prevailing problem. This is often re￿ected not only in computerised tools failing
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to meet the requirements of palaeographers but also in the di￿erent terminologies
used by the two disciplines. It was recommended that better communication
should be fostered by joint events and long-term collaborations.
2. How to ensure that palaeographers remain in control of their research, whilst taking
advantage of the possibilities of computerised approaches?
Computerised palaeographic tools are often “black boxes” putting palaeographers
on one end of the system, only receiving a system’s output, with little opportunity
to directly in￿uence how the system performs, or to communicate with it by using
natural palaeographic terminology. The long-term desire is to have the scholar at
the centre of the computerised system, allowing interaction and feedback in order
both to ￿ne-tune performance and to interpret and communicate results more
e￿ectively. This is crucial if palaeography is to become a truly evidence-based
discipline. To this end the use of high-level terminology, natural to palaeography,
should be integrated into computerised palaeographic systems.
3. How to facilitate sharing, not only of palaeographical data and results, but also of
the methodologies involved in palaeography generally?
Palaeographic data is scarce and access to it is restricted by copyright and index-
ing problems, non-standard benchmarking techniques, and the lack of accurate
meta-data and ground-truth information. During the workshop, multiple oppor-
tunities were identi￿ed for the acquisition of data and for its dissemination in
the palaeographic research community and to the wider public.
4. How to use the outreach potential o￿ered by computerised technologies to enrich
palaeographical knowledge?
Palaeographic research is an expert domain. Making palaeography accessible to
nonexperts by using computerised tools has been identi￿ed as an e￿ective means
of disseminating valuable cultural heritage information while at the same time
potentially giving rise to other opportunities, such as crowd sourcing and others
which have proved successful in other domains.
2.3. Needs
In this manifesto we address both the technical aspects of the collaboration between
computer scientists and humanists as well as conceptual tools such as “mid level
features” and “ontologies” (discussed below) that can serve as means for e￿ective
communication among practitioners. The emphasis of this discussion is not on the
most e￿cient algorithm, producing the most accurate results. It is also not on the
least ambiguous and most meaningful de￿nitions. Instead, the emphasis is on the
most e￿ective and fruitful communication.
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Data Acquisition
Repositories across the European Union have been engaged in large-scale digitisation
e￿orts in recent years, resulting in collections of hundreds of thousands or even
millions of digital images of manuscript books and materials. Digital Palaeography
relies on the existence of these digital surrogates of manuscripts. Moreover, some
of the most exciting prospects of this ￿eld can only be demonstrated on su￿ciently
large collections. However, enabling this ￿rst requires modi￿cation of both policies
and acquisition practices.
Speci￿cally, from the computer user’s perspective, obtaining digital copies calls for
suitable procedures and for standardisation. Recently, Shweka et al. have suggested
speci￿c practices drawing on their experience in large-scale digitisation [45]. These
suggestions range from minimum resolution, to the usage of particular rulers and
background, and also include suggested policies regarding availability and manipula-
bility during viewing. It is emphasised that taking into account the potential usage
of a computer system to analyse the image does not degrade the experience of the
human viewer. For example, while image analysis is much easier on a blue/green
background, for human viewing purposes, such a background can be easily replaced.
We propose the following:
1. A clear articulation of standards for digital image acquisition followed by all
digital imaging projects when possible. Where such standards already exists
(e.g. “DFG-Praxisregeln ‘Digitalisierung’” of the German Research Foundation
(DFG) [17] or JISC Guidelines in the UK [23]), they should be checked against
the requirements of palaeographers (see also [56]) and, if necessary, extended to
encompass and meet them in full. These include practices such as:
• Proper use of colour bars and grey cards.
• Appropriate use and documentation of illumination and equipment (e.g.
lighting parameters including positioning, hardware).
• References to size of original objects using shared standards.
• Metadata descriptions of digitised objects following internationally accepted
standards such as MIX/METS; if one takes several images of the same object
(e.g. di￿erent lighting, multiple sizes, multispectral), it is important that the
corresponding metadata indicates that these are images of the same object,
and what the relationship between the images is.
• Information that links multiple names and catalogue records when original
objects have no single identi￿er (e.g., a manuscript with shelf marks that
change over time and that is also referred to by other common names in
scholarly literature).
• File naming conventions in order to facilitate the creation of good metadata
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and their proper sequence of images when books or other documents are
being digitised.
2. A set of guidelines articulating how to capture digital and analogue images across
a wide range of technologies – e.g., scanning objects and photographic negatives,
using digital and analogue cameras, digitising micro￿lm.
3. EU-wide harmonisation of copyright and licensing practices. Copyright or con-
tractual use restrictions on photographs of cultural heritage items create many
barriers for researchers. In many cases, tax-funded or state-supported research
projects must expend signi￿cant ￿nancial and human resources on negotiating
and paying for reproduction rights, even if those rights are being obtained from
state repositories (cf. [33] and [59]).
4. Furthermore, rights tend to be granted only to scholars or research groups on a
one-by-one basis, which frustrates large-scale studies of collections of manuscript
images [42]. It might be useful to call attention to libraries and museums with pro-
gressive policies that help researchers, such as the Austrian State Library, which
makes images paid for by one project freely available to subsequent researchers
needing those images. Making large sets of images more easily available at an
international scale would greatly facilitate the pursuit of signi￿cant new research
questions (e.g., large-scale comparative studies of handwriting that map regional
and national developments of hands across time).
5. Freedom of resources produced by cultural institutions must be actively encour-
aged because it bene￿ts the owners and enables research. The more it generates
connections the more it becomes valuable: as well as research connections, it
also generates connections back to the institutions themselves, bringing value
to those institutions (as demonstrated by examples such as [11], for which see
further below).
6. Encouraging an interdisciplinary research agenda including disciplines dealing
with computable images from various perspectives such as medical imaging, cog-
nitive sciences, Cultural Heritage Imaging (CHI), or Natural Language Processing
(NLP).
Tools, Libraries and Resources
The overall objective of tools, software libraries, and resources to be developed in the
context of palaeography is to provide support in establishing the correlation between
text as shape and text as meaning; which, in the most general of senses, can also be
understood as one of the aims of palaeography as a subject.
The starting point is to ￿rmly acknowledge and map out the domains of expertise
of the agents involved in the process, namely, humans and computer-based tools. On
the one hand, computers excel at dealing with “big data”, namely at tasks ranging
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from holding large amounts of data in memory to carrying out process-intensive
computations such as the identi￿cation of ￿ne di￿erences and rare occurrences within
large datasets. On the other hand, humans (including palaeographers) excel at dealing
with data which is ambiguous, complex, or broad, in the sense that the datasets are
made of heterogeneous pieces of data. Humans also excel at making sense of the data,
at expressing its gestalt in the sense that the whole of the data expresses more than
the sum of its parts.
Taking these distinct sets of skills into account, the highest priority in develop-
ing computational resources for palaeography is the production of semi-automatic
and interactive tools, where palaeographers can continually intervene, inform, cor-
rect, understand, use, and reuse results produced by and processes implemented
by these tools. Only in this manner will palaeography bene￿t optimally from the
respective strengths of the human and computational agents. Ideally, developing such
semi-automatic and interactive tools will stimulate the establishment of a mutually
bene￿cial continuous feedback loop between human and machine, whereby humans
will be involved at all levels of reasoning, machines will be able to learn from human
input, and palaeographers and others will learn and create new knowledge more
e￿ectively through the use of machines [22, 25].
We recognise that a critical mass of data is required for performing research, and
the preattentive perception of the data by researchers is a major factor in building new
hypotheses. This critical mass of data can, on the other hand, only be obtained through
usable and ergonomic tools. Hence, in tool development for Digital Palaeography,
focus groups, user testing and proper user interface design is needed in consultation
with humanities scholars as end-users (for which see also [24] and [26]). A further
requirement that emerges from here is the recognition of tool-development as aca-
demic research to encourage Digital Humanities scholars to publish their work and
make it usable by a broader audience.
In the following, we outline the speci￿c levels at which helpful computational tools
can be developed as well as possible ways of keeping the humans in the loop. All
tools developed should be compatible with one another and combinable at will (or,
more precisely, as long as the notions involved are compatible, the tools should be).
They might be used sequentially, or contribute to one another. We have identi￿ed the
following categories of multi-level computational tools for Digital Palaeography:
1. Low-level tools:
• Binarisation
• Segmentation
• Alignment, matching and registration of features (for similarity measures)
including expert features of handwriting extraction (e.g. angles, curvatures,
strokes)
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• Physical feature extraction
• Similarity measures (for comparison between characters, words, texts, frag-
ments, documents, corpora)
2. Mid-level tools:
• Clustering
• Classi￿cation
• Character recognition
• Word spotting
• Cross-modality search engines, where the input for the searches might not
be in the same form as the dataset that is searched, e.g.:
⇧ Search for a string in a text / corpus
⇧ Search for an image in a text / corpus
⇧ Search for a string in an image / a set of images
⇧ Search for an image in an image / a set of images
⇧ Search for a shape (shape would here be a hand-drawn input e.g. SVG,
as opposed to an image that would be in a rasterised format)
• Image-text (shape-meaning) correlation
3. Databases, where the data is organised in a way that allows fast queries of (for
example):
• Metadata
• Transcripts
• Images
• Properties of the text (author, genre, date etc.)
• Scripts and scribal features
4. Higher-level tools:
• Interfaces, ergonomics, user experience (“UI”/“UX”)
• Searches of combinations of characters/words (bigrams, trigrams, possibly
of shapes and/or images)
• Correspondences in expert vocabularies
• Inferences of paraphrases and synonyms for searches through metadata
(widening searches by applying fuzzy techniques on search terms, by pro-
ceeding by analogy, etc.)
• Web services
• Web-based research environments for online collaboration and benchmark-
ing within a global community.
Approaches and tools that keep humans in the loop can further be classi￿ed along
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two main lines: data acquisition/exchange, and cognitive triggers/feedback loops.
These include:
1. Data acquisition and exchange:
• Provision of training data / annotated data
• Online training / expert-in-the-loop
• Crowd-sourcing
2. Feedback loops and cognitive triggers:
• Drawing / touch screen technologies
• Simple interactive image enhancements
• Visualisation aspects of interactions with all the tools listed above (of results,
of databases), interactive visualisations – e.g., time varying graphs – with
customisability as a priority [22, 26]
• Rationale building support, tracking of expert hypotheses in interpretation
building
• Statistical tools – with tests of signi￿cance
• Information sharing systems
• Transcription tools linking text and image.
3. Towards a Research Agenda for Computation and
Palaeography
3.1. Challenges
This section is focused more on challenges than on constraints. We use the term
“challenge” because it seems that, although the hurdles presented below do constitute
some forms of limitations, we do not believe them to be insurmountable.
Context and Meaning
The ￿rst observation is that something is generally excluded from systematic analysis,
namely the interpretation of data. Contextual knowledge and meaning, which are
required for interpretation, are both concepts that are usually best handled by humans
because they involve unstructured and non-formalised knowledge. This type of knowl-
edge is often implicit in the natural scholarly environment, and although attempts
can be made to structure and formalise contextual knowledge and sense-making
processes, their continual evolution dooms the task to permanent incompleteness –
which justi￿es the palaeographers’ wish for more involvement and interactivity at
various levels of computational formulation and formalisation.
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Access to Data
The second observation is that, beyond context and meaning, current computational
constraints are usually related either to access to data or to data retrieval. The problem
of access to data is largely political in nature, therefore di￿ering between countries
and bylaws involved (e.g. in the UK, access and use of images can be drastically
restricted due to copyright and licensing issues: see “Data Acquisition” above). In case
of data retrieval, it is largely the degree of ￿exibility of the search tools that limits their
usability, their usefulness and thereby their use. Search tools often present di￿culties
of precision and recall, and this is usually due to parameters being either too in￿exible
or, paradoxically, too ￿exible. This mismatch between the ￿exibility needed and the
￿exibility provided by the search tools is in fact a good illustration of what we have
identi￿ed as the major bottleneck in the collaboration between computational and
palaeographical research, and that bottleneck once again is down to communication.
It might seem at ￿rst that problems in communication are easy to solve, and that it
is “just” a matter of listening and understanding, a matter of ironing out di￿erences.
However, even in our group of twenty people at Dagstuhl from di￿erent backgrounds,
where all were accustomed to collaborative scholarship, a striking recurring di￿culty
in understanding each other was apparent – a trait that would most de￿nitely be
accentuated in a larger group and in a group where cross-disciplinary communication
is not a current practice. Some of the symptoms of this problem are enumerated
below, as well as some examples, and possible measures to treat them. Unfortunately,
these hints for solutions will only treat the symptoms; the roots of the problem run
much deeper and are mostly cultural, originating in the traditions of each and every
discipline.
Interdisciplinary Approaches to Research
Scholarly endeavours are all rooted in their own traditions. In spite of our non-
subscription to Snow’s Two Cultures theory [46] – the next section on terminology
will illustrate how the business of creating knowledge is a Many-Cultures system
rather than a Two-Cultures system – one of the high-level observations about research
methodologies in palaeography and in computer science is that they di￿er widely.
As noted above, computer scientists tend to be problem solvers. Their approach
to knowledge creation is typically to break down a large task into smaller tasks
and then to solve these tasks, iteratively, until a satisfactory solution of the initial
large task is found (where “satisfactory” is often left to their own discretion). In the
tradition of computer sciences, there is a further convention of not deriving natural
interpretation from the methodology. In other words, the output needs additional
cognitive processing to be interpreted, and computer sciences do not traditionally have
ways of doing so. In contrast, palaeographers tend to approach knowledge creation in
a di￿erent way. Their method is typically to derive questions from questions, where
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a new question often has the value of answering the preceding question (see further
“Exploring and Questioning, not Answering”, below).
Communicating between these two approaches can evoke situations in which
what may ￿rst seem to be a misunderstanding or misconception turns out, ￿nally,
to release synergies. Take, for instance, a question in palaeography for which a
corresponding computational solution has been developed. The discussion between
palaeographers and computer scientists might lead to an emphasis on the weaknesses
or incompleteness of the proposed computational solution. But it might also reveal
the need to reformulate the original question, or might open up the potential for new,
related questions. In any case, this interdisciplinary communication helps to augment
research on either side, and ideally on both sides.
It seems, therefore, that practices exist by which scholars operate at di￿erent levels
of abstraction and explicitness; for example, palaeographers’ relatively abstract way
of formulating problems might not translate well into formal computer language.
Being aware of these di￿erent modes of communication might help to smooth out
some of the di￿culties and minimize possible frustrations, but the di￿erences in
traditions are not likely to change much, and the problems of terminology remain to
be addressed. Indeed, these di￿erences are strengths insofar as they allow approaches
to di￿erent types of questions, and so they should be embraced rather than ignored
or suppressed.
Terminology
As hinted above, the di￿erences in research cultures are deeper than di￿erent method-
ological approaches to research (e.g. questioning versus problem-solving). For exam-
ple, the use of specialised terminology in each domain, where words can coincide
but carry di￿erent meanings, presents a much greater challenge than is apparent
at ￿rst sight. A telling example is that of the word “feature”. In image processing,
“feature” has a very speci￿c meaning: it describes a de￿ned behaviour in terms of
signal, an idealised pro￿le such as a step, a ridge, a trough. In palaeography, too,
the word “feature” is used with a very speci￿c meaning; it describes the aspects of a
stroke that make it characteristic of a certain hand, a certain scribal school, a certain
area, or a certain type of document (e.g. its ductus, or the variation in its width). The
two domains have therefore their own typical – i.e. accepted and shared – use for
the word within their community, but this usage does not translate smoothly from
one community to the other. This example is only one of the many that illustrate the
terminological challenges that might be encountered (some others are “ontology” and
“pattern” which are discussed further below).
It is also worth noting that this issue with the uses of speci￿c terms in various
disciplines constitutes a bottleneck in communication not only between computer
scientists and palaeographers. Within the computer sciences themselves, communities
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such the datamining community and the image processing community also share some
words, but not necessarily the meaning attached to them (“feature” is an example once
again). Similarly, palaeography has long been troubled by di￿erences in terminology,
despite the best e￿orts of the Comité international de paléographie latine and others
to standardise them. The di￿erences run deeper than simple choice of words: expert
vocabularies in each discipline and in each sub-domain carry their own implicit
contexts and assumptions that can prevent people from understanding each other
across and even within ￿elds (cf. [38] and [10]).
The Problem of the Black Box
The last type of bottleneck for communication and mutual understanding across
scholarly disciplines resides in the fact that expertise implies tacit knowledge, and
tacit knowledge tends to produce “black boxes”, namely systems – whether human
or machine – which take inputs and produce results without giving any indication of
how those results were obtained. Computational algorithms are often perceived as
black boxes by palaeographers, and palaeographical expertise is also seen as a kind
of black box by computer scientists and indeed by other experts in the Humanities.
The main issue here is to not concentrate exclusively on “cracking open” the black
boxes to understand all the internal nuts and bolts that power them. Rather what is
required is the establishment of trust between the communities. This trust might best
be created by communicating an understanding of the principles and assumptions
behind the inner working of the black boxes and not of the details of the methods and
their implementation. Establishing that trust will alleviate the anxieties that black
boxes tend to generate; it will thereby ease communication and collaboration.
Two (non-exclusive) natural solutions to such bottlenecks and lack of trust can be
summarised as the introduction of an “in-betweener” and communication of “mid-level
features”; both of these are discussed further below.
3.2. Directions
It is worth noting that the technical limitations outlined above are not reviewed in
more detail here because, in the light of the potential problems in communication
already discussed, they seem largely surmountable. In fact, through the discussions,
round tables, and Q&A-sessions during the Dagstuhl workshop, it often emerged that
computational approaches o￿er a lot more possibilities than single experts might
have predicted. As a result, any prognosis of technical limitations voiced here would
carry the inherent risk of outlining pre-emptive delimitations.
Interdisciplinarity and the “In-Betweener”
The Dagstuhl workshop can serve as a best-practice or “template” for future interdisci-
plinary communication. Further joint sessions at conferences and similar events need
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to be held. But communication between computer scientists on the one hand and
Humanities scholars on the other is only a starting point. Interdisciplinary projects
between the ￿elds need to be strengthened, and all participating disciplines will draw
signi￿cant bene￿ts from them. Experts in scienti￿c computing should not merely
implement requirements formulated by the Humanities, but should also suggest ideas
based on their excellence and expertise. At the same time, scholars in Computer Sci-
ence should acknowledge the relevance of research questions and methods from the
Humanities. Although the disciplines have di￿erent semiotics and separate proof sys-
tems, interdisciplinary communication and cooperation leads to better understanding
and consequently to new knowledge.
Interdisciplinary workshops are invaluable, but also necessary is the interdisci-
plinary individual: the “in-betweener” introduced above. This is a middle-person,
a translator: a person who is versed enough in each of the collaborating ￿elds to
understand enough of each of the discipline-speci￿c lexical ￿elds to foster good
communication and fruitful exchanges. Dedicated specialised “in-betweeners” have
already been used very successfully in some Digital Humanities contexts, such as
the positions of “project analysts” at the Department of Digital Humanities in King’s
College London, and their application to palaeography is to be encouraged.
Communication, Intelligibility and the “Black Box”: Evidence-based
Palaeography
Given the task of classifying a written fragment, an authoritative palaeographer
might examine the page and simply state his or her classi￿cation of it, typically
providing little evidence for how this conclusion was reached [16, 10, 9]. Somewhat
analogously, given an image of a fragment, a computerised system might output the
class of script for which the fragment scored the highest, along with the score itself.
The mathematical procedures and formulas that led to this conclusion would remain
inaccessible inside the “black boxes.” Both the authoritative palaeographer and the
computer leave little room for further discussion or debate on the results, and their
work is therefore somewhat limited in expanding the science of palaeography, even
though the answer might still be of a great help to a historian, for example, working
on that speci￿c manuscript.
Here, we suggest establishing a system for palaeographic representation which
is accessible to both scholars and machines and can serve as the foundation of an
evidence-based palaeography.
This representation system would rely on “mid-level” features or descriptors as
introduced above. The mid-level features seek to de￿ne a shared vocabulary between
disciplines, a shared meeting ground where each ￿eld can intervene with its own
perspective. The term “mid-level” here means that these descriptors require visual
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identi￿cation, unlike low-level features that are extracted computationally from the
images and which cannot readily be veri￿ed by a human observer. This identi￿cation
is meant to be as unambiguous as possible, such that if one researcher or computer
system identi￿es or detects that such a feature exists in the test, other researchers or
systems can verify this claim. In other words, one should be able to dispute almost
completely on a factual basis any evidence that is structured according to these
mid-level features.
Determining the mid-level quali￿er is crucial: communication needs to be more
￿negrained than any abstract conceptual discussion around principles would be; and
it must not become bogged down in the (sometimes murky) ￿ne details. Speci￿cally,
these features must hold high-level meanings to the palaeographers on one hand, but
must still be concrete enough to be de￿nable in terms of a computerised system on the
other. From a computational point of view, this is similar to the way by which facial
features are used to identify faces in photos [61]. An example candidate for mid-level
features are palaeographic “letter features”, used to describe and identify handwriting.
These are amenable to computerised analysis [29]. This approach has the inherent
risk of systematising and formulating the ￿eld-speci￿c strategies, thereby possibly
compromising the potential for creativity as well as the integrity of each discipline,
slowing down progress and over-constraining the problem spaces. However, this
seems to be a more than acceptable compromise compared to the risks carried by
repeated breaks in communication and failed exchanges. The approach therefore
warrants much more investigation, and as a starting-point mid-level features and
their application to the “black box” problem are discussed further below.
The use of mid-level features requires both the authoritative palaeographers and
some of the computer systems to adapt. Palaeographers, like experts in other domains,
often cannot provide the rationale that led to their decisions. In data analysis, systems
that are built for maximal accuracy are built to solve the speci￿c task at hand, and not
necessarily to rely on rules that are interpretable; adding to the requirement of accu-
racy the requirement of interpretability would typically hurt the performance of the
system. Despite these adaptations, the potential bene￿ts are very signi￿cant. While
scholars are reluctant to use the output of black-box systems, we expect much easier
adaptation to computer systems which provide clear evidence for their classi￿cation.
As was discussed during the Dagstuhl Workshop, the choice is between having an
accurate system that lies unused and having a somewhat less accurate system that
scholars are happy to employ.
Ontologies instead of Terminologies
Di￿culties in communication have arisen several times in the discussion already,
including not only communication between disciplines but even within them. In
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particular, many e￿orts have been devoted to creating a uni￿ed terminology in
palaeography [10]. These e￿orts have met with great challenges and were not able to
achieve their goals. We suggest embracing the di￿erences in terminologies and the
complex relations that exist between them and focussing instead on developing an
ontology.
An ontology, in this understanding, is a representation of a knowledge domain
which is based upon well de￿ned entities, each having a unique meaning. Various
structural links are then used to de￿ne relations, such as “subst of” (also known as
“is a”), “related to”, and so on. Each term can also contain a list of synonyms and
translations, a de￿nition, references to other terminologies, and remarks. Instead of
traditional classi￿cation systems, ontologies are being used more and more widely in
Humanities scholarship, especially in cultural heritage documentation, because of
the much greater ￿exibility that they allow. Examples of ontologies that are widely
used in the Humanities include the EDM model of the Europeana library of digital
objects [14]; and the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model [20], which has become an
international standard [21].
An example of part of the envisioned ontology for palaeography could be:
[TERM]
id: PCO0000345
name: triangular ascender
def: triangular decoration at the tip of an ascender
synonym: wedged ascender EXACT
related to:
is_a: PCO0000221 ascender decoration
The top level of the ontology could contain the terms “Manuscript Studies” and
underneath “Palaeography” and “Codicology”. The latter could be based on an ef-
fort recently envisioned ([28], and compare also [31]). We note that the ￿eld of
palaeography is much less ordered than codicology, and this can lead to challenges
in representing it. Nevertheless, the top distinctions under palaeography could be
“Allographs” and “Graphemes”, or something similar. Some of the terms would be
descendants of terms from both these branches, e.g., “Caroline a” (cf. [51]).
Ontologies allow for uni￿ed treatment of metadata associated with documents
as well as to mining of such resources. For example, projects like the “Medieval
Electronic Scholarly Alliance” [34] and the “Manuscripts Online” project [32] aim to
provide federated searches which span multiple resources. However, each resource
might use a di￿erent name for exactly the same term, or the same name for di￿erent
things. For example, English vernacular script of the eleventh century has been
labelled “Caroline minuscule” [27], “Anglo-Saxon Round minuscule” [6], “Anglo-
Saxon Vernacular minuscule” [12], and “English Vernacular minuscule” [52]. Given an
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ontology, it is fairly straightforward to come up with reasonable methods to expand
the search to include all these terms, and then rank the combined results together, and
this is an approach which those projects will use, although its application in practice
is far from trivial.
In the past, some projects on building ontologies (in general) were less successful
than others. One of the authors of this manifesto (TH) has participated, as a student,
in the construction of an ontology for representing 3D shapes. He describes a very
frustrating process in which committee members debated many minute details and
which ultimately led to a tool that no researcher uses. In contrast, another author (LW)
is an avid user of the Human-Phenotype-Ontology [19], which is used by clinical
geneticists to describe phenotypes, many of which are visual. He has witnessed
the power of the ontology in facilitating the merging of disperse terminologies and
the extremely useful data mining and classi￿cation tools that that it has entailed.
Interestingly, this ontology has originated from a collection of medical data called
OMIM, which was written by thousands of authors, each using their own terminology
[36].
Based on discussing these cases we came to the conclusion that ontologies should
rely at ￿rst on the expertise of speci￿c authoritative palaeographers rather than
on the community at large, and that they must be accompanied by datasets and
computational tools that employ the ontology in question.
Exploring and Questioning, not Answering
It is increasingly being recognised in related ￿elds of Digital Humanities that the
“black and white” response often given by computational methods is incompatible
with the approaches and interests of Humanities scholars. Furthermore, as already
discussed here, it is very di￿cult to move from computational results to “real world”
meaning, but for most Humanities scholars this “real world” meaning is the principal
or only point of interest. It is therefore becoming increasingly evident that palaeogra-
phers prefer to harness computational methods not to provide answers to real-world
questions, but rather to manage large amounts of data in ways that allow them to draw
their own conclusions. Furthermore, it has been observed that cognitive processes in
academic research can be enhanced through visualisation, particularly when applied
to material which is inherently visual such as palaeography and manuscript studies
[22, 50].
Some research questions of historical content have results which Humanities schol-
ars can verify with a relatively high degree of con￿dence. One example is joins, that is,
identifying pages or fragments of pages from now dismembered books. For problems
like these, computational methods can usefully propose “real-world” answers, for
example by providing a set of images of pages which are likely to be from the same
book, and which the scholar can then check. In contrast, other problems are di￿cult
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or impossible to verify against the historical “truth,” and computational methods
which attempt to answer these have not been accepted because of this di￿culty of
veri￿cation. Here, Humanities scholars need to be able to “cross-examine” the results,
including also the method and the assumptions which underlie them [9, 43]: if they
cannot verify them then they cannot have any con￿dence in the results. This is
closely related to the “black box” problem discussed above and, as already noted, it is
a signi￿cant challenge for future work.
However, an alternative approach is rather to develop computational methods
that allow researchers to manipulate and visualise the content on their own terms,
and to communicate this data as evidence to a broader audience. Scholars in Digital
Humanities have referred to the “virtue of automated analysis... not [as] the ready
delivery of objective truth, but instead the more profound virtue of bringing us up
short, of disturbing us in our preconceptions” [44]. Therefore, once a critical mass of
data has been reached, problems of this sort should be treated with computational
methods designed to aid discovery, exchange, interpretation, and presentation of
knowledge, not providing answers to historical or other “real world” questions ([22];
cf. also [8]). This has important implications for collaborative work with computer
scientists, since it is fundamentally di￿erent from the “algorithms to solve problems”
approach which is more typical of the latter’s ￿eld (see “Interdisciplinary Approaches
to Research”, above).
The “80/20” Problem: Working with Imperfect Results
Given the inherently ambiguous nature of data in the Humanities, it is unrealistic
to expect or even aim for perfect results in the medium term. However, “imperfect”
or incomplete results can still be of signi￿cant value, as there is a bottleneck of
turning digitised manuscripts into texts which can be processed by a machine. Rather
than attempting to “solve” this problem in the short term, further consideration is
encouraged as to what can be done with computational results that are accurate to (for
example) 80%, 60% and so on. Current success rates for handwriting recognition are
still extremely low (as low as 30%), however, and research that promises to increase
that rate should be encouraged and funded. A success rate of 80% text recognition
is still bad (every ￿fth word would contain an error), but if it is clear which 20% are
inaccurate, the 80% of data becomes usable, and following the Pareto phenomena [37],
achieving these 80% becomes cheaper than focussing on the expensive remaining 20%.
Furthermore, as just discussed, scholars in the Humanities do not typically expect
or even desire a ￿nal, “correct” answer, but rather want tools to help them process
large quantities of material. In circumstances like this, simply reducing the size of a
search-space by 80% may be a very signi￿cant improvement.
This demands several prerequisites: ￿rst, computer scientists must have veri￿able
ways of establishing con￿dence in their results matching the “ground truth”: as
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discussed, this is often challenging or even impossible, but in some speci￿c cases is
generally achievable (e.g. text recognition and word spotting). Second, Humanities
scholars must learn to understand the implications of the inaccuracies: a given type
of inaccuracy will not be signi￿cant for some research questions but will be highly
signi￿cant for others. Close consideration must also be given to the role of false
positives versus false negatives: for example, if a computer is being used to reduce a
search space which a human researcher then examines, false positives are probably
expected and tolerable, but false negatives are not. These considerations again require
close communication between the disciplines. Third, investment should be made in
identifying new research which can be enabled by computational methods which
are largely but not entirely accurate. This may include manually correcting the
inaccuracies (which could still save substantially on research time), or in designing
new research which is not a￿ected by the types of inaccuracies. Close parallels
already exist in ￿elds such as computational linguistics, distant reading, and “big data”
research, and lessons learned there can also be applied here.
Outreach and Dissemination
Looking beyond the academic and research audience, very signi￿cant potentials exist
for outreach and dissemination of work in cultural heritage. As noted above, handwrit-
ten manuscripts and documents form a very large part of the world’s cultural heritage,
with prominent examples including the Book of Kells and Lindisfarne Gospels, the
Dead Sea Scrolls, through more recent examples such as Abraham Lincoln’s hand-
written copy of the Gettysburg Address, or Michel Proust’s draft manuscript of À la
recherche du temps perdu [39]. This rich cultural heritage has proven to be of great
interest to a wide public, and can also help to empower minority or other disenfran-
chised groups and regions through informing them better of their history, heritage,
language, and so on (one example of this is the Lindisfarne Gospels, which recently
toured in exhibitions in North-East England). This “virtual repatriation” of cultural
heritage represents a promising area of further development. More generally, how-
ever, both repositories and research institutions are frequently criticised for spending
public money on material that is not accessible to those who provided the funds,
and online resources can help to overcome this. Indeed, this increased access and
“democratisation” is a frequent promise of Digital Humanities, although it has not
necessarily been ful￿lled in practice [41].
The introduction not only of digitised images but also of computerised techniques
opens up new ways of sharing this information with the broad population. One
particularly e￿ective example of this is the Walters Art Museum, whose policy of
releasing digital images of manuscripts using Creative Commons licensing, and of
distributing these images through a range of social and other media, has lead directly
to very wide public recognition of their holdings, so much so that a search for “koran”
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in Google Images returns a highly disproportionate number of results from that
museum – far more than from much larger and better-known institutions such as
the British Library or the Bibliothèque nationale de France [35]. Even more exciting
is the prospect of people conducting their own research, or tapping into non-expert
traditions as a way of enriching scholarly knowledge. Although the process of opening
up “virtual” manuscript archives to the public has already begun, these projects are still
in their infancy. Reaching out, collecting, and processing the knowledge that may be
available in regional traditions, on the other hand, has not been su￿ciently explored.
Doing so by using “crowd sourcing” techniques is an exciting new research direction
and has already been applied to transcription and identi￿cation of manuscripts and
musical scores, among others (e.g. [57, 60, 1]).
In order to realise this potential fully certain requirements remain. As the Digital
Walters project clearly demonstrates, one requirement is again that of su￿ciently
permissive copyright and licensing conditions: if people are not allowed to use images
in ways that they wish, or if it is unclear whether they may so use them or not,
then they typically will not use them at all [35]. The material must also be free
not only of licensing restrictions but also of technical ones: again, if the images
are available only in proprietary viewers or other limiting formats then access to
them diminishes accordingly. Furthermore, the di￿culties in communication which
have been discussed between palaeographers and computer scientists become even
more pronounced when moving beyond the professional researcher to the wider
public. However, the same principles advocated here, such as mid-level features
and “in-betweener” specialists, are also relevant to this broader challenge. These
principles need to be extended to other areas both of academic but also of public
interest such as local history, genealogy, art history, language (including regional
dialects), name studies, calligraphy, arts and crafts, and so on. As researchers are
increasingly pressured to demonstrate the “impact” and value to society of their work,
and as they discuss how best to measure and achieve it [55], digital palaeography
is already addressing these concerns and also has an ideal scope of study which
already has demonstrable public interest. Extending these concerns and combining
the pre-existing interest presents an outstanding opportunity for taking this new and
relatively marginalised ￿eld of study and bringing it to the forefront of public and
academic awareness.
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